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tion indicates the letter ߇forgotten߈ in the Oromo entry, e.g. ߇bilblamuu [bilbilଢ଼'mu:] vi
lÃuten߈ instead of the correct bilbilamuu.

To sum up, it should be said that Melkamu Duresso߈s Oromo߃Deutsch/
Deutsch߃Oromo Dictionary is the first to provide Oromo lexemes with
German equivalents. In the Oromo߃German/German߃Oromo vocabulary in
the Lehrbuch des Oromo18, the German language was used in the same way,
but to a much smaller extent. The aim of that Textbook was to help German
students to learn Oromo and therefore it naturally included only a limited
amount of words within a limited number of semantic fields while Melkamu
Duresso߈s Dictionary covers practically all the semantic fields of basic German
and Oromo vocabularies and includes a lot of technical terms in different fields
of human activity: administration, politics, education, nature, medicine, etc. It
is a well arranged, comprehensive and good looking publication. I have no
doubts that the Dictionary will become a suitable means of support for many
Oromo speakers living in German speaking countries as well as for those
Germans who intend to learn Oromo or need a knowledge of this language for
their work in Oromiyya.
Catherine Griefenow-Mewis, Berlin

MUSSIE TESFAGIORGIS G., Eritrea, Africa in Focus Series (Santa Barbara, CA߃Denver, CO߃Oxford: ABC-CLIO, 2011). 424 pp. Price:
US-$ 94.00. ISBN: 978-1-59884-231-9.
PAULOS MILKIAS, Ethiopia, Africa in Focus Series (Santa Barbara,
CA߃Denver, CO߃Oxford: ABC-CLIO, 2011). 544 pp. Price: US$ 94.00. ISBN: 978-1-59884-257-9.
Mussie Tesfagiorgis߈s and Paulos Milkias߈s bulky (and expensive) volumes
Eritrea and Ethiopia, respectively, inaugurate a new series of books Africa
in Focus. Both are aimed at a broad readership and intend to give a solid and
reliable background for grasping the political, social and cultural situation
of the two countries.
The arrangement and content of the books follow what has probably been
set as a standard for the Africa in Focus series. Thus, they contain seven main
chapters dealing with Geography, History, Government and Politics, Economy, Society, Culture and Contemporary Issues. The chapter on Society is divided into smaller sections such as Social Classes and Ethnicity, Women and
18

C. Griefenow-Mewis and Tamene Bitima, Lehrbuch des Oromo, Afrikawissenschaftliche LehrbÛcher, 6 (KÕln: RÛdiger KÕppe Verlag, 1994).
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Marriage, and Education. Similarly, the chapter on Culture embraces sections
on Languages, Etiquette, Literature, Art, Music, Food, Sports and Leisure.
Additionally, in Eritrea there is one subsection concerning Traditional
(Herbal) Medicine while in Ethiopia we encounter a part on Popular Culture.
The final chapter, on Contemporary Issues, comprises sections discussing
ongoing topics that often hit the newspaper headlines outside these countries.
For Eritrea these include, among others, freedom of the press, freedom of
movement and freedom of belief, national service, the plight of refugees and
food insecurity. In Ethiopia, in turn, we may read about such issues as ethnicity and ethnic federalism, religious conflicts, human rights, population explosion and family planning, capital punishment and adoption. At the end of
both volumes, we find a glossary of local terms, basic facts about the country,
a list of holidays and important organizations based in Eritrea and Ethiopia,
respectively, annotated bibliography and indices.
The content of the two books is interestingly presented and generously illustrated with black-and-white photographs. Paulos߈s book, however, warrants a serious criticism. In his zeal ߇to shatter the deep-seated stereotype of
Ethiopia߈ (p. xviii) as a famine-stricken arid country, the author, especially in
the part dealing with history, offers ideology rather than a decent academic
account. Furthermore, there are so many factual errors in the text that the
book can hardly be recommended as a reliable source of information.
An editor߈s critical eye has clearly never seen either Eritrea or Ethiopia,
as can easily be inferred from their defective system of references, inconsistent spellings and a plethora of typos. It must be stressed that Mussie߈s
book is far better self-edited than Paulos߈s.
The credibility of Paulos߈s book calls forth strong reservations; therefore,
I can only suggest to the interested reader that s/he use the book with great
caution. Mussie߈s book, on the other hand, I can heartily recommend to
anyone who wants to gain a solid and broad knowledge about Eritrea and/
or travel in this country, even if only in their imagination߄where there are
no travel restrictions!
Magdalena Krzyśanowska, UniversitÃt Hamburg
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